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Abstract
With the improvement of the speech recognition technology, semi-automatic generation of transcripts or
document records of lectures and meetings has become
one of its promising applications. For this purpose, we
need to take into account post-processing that includes
cleaning of verbatim transcripts and segmentation into
sentence and paragraph units. This article presents a
novel statistical framework for an intelligent transcription system. The recent progress of automatic speech
recognition of lectures and meetings is also reported.
Then, several approaches to sentence unit detection and
disﬂuency detection are described, as they are signiﬁcant in the post-processing of transcripts generated by
the speech recognizer.

1. Introduction
Speech has been one of the most fundamental means
of communication by which human beings have exchanged knowledge and opinions. Even today, with the
prevalence of e-mails and the internet, new ideas are
discussed and important decisions are made primarily
based on speech communications at seminars and meetings. Speech communication, however, is “volatile” in
nature, and thus must be recorded. Recently, speech
media can be stored digitally as is, but records are
usually saved in the form of text for easy browsing and
search.
Speech-to-text systems, or automatic speech recognition systems, have been investigated extensively for
long years. Most of these studies, however, have focused on human-machine interfaces such as dictation
systems. On the other hand, automatic transcription
of spontaneous speech, such as human-to-human com-

munication, is far more diﬃcult because of the large
variation in both acoustic and linguistic characteristics. Moreover, spontaneous speech processing requires
the development of a diﬀerent paradigm, in that faithful transcription is not necessarily useful because of
the existence of disﬂuencies and the lack of sentence
and paragraph markers. Utterances are made while
thinking during interactions, and thus the disﬂuency
is inevitable. Actually, cleaning of the transcript is
performed by human stenographers in the making of
records of lectures and meetings. This process involves
the correction of colloquial expressions to documentstyle expressions. Speech is a time-dimensional signal, and so a transcript is simply a sequence of words,
which corresponds to a text without punctuation or
line-breaks. In spontaneous Japanese in particular,
sentences are easily concatenated without explicit endings. Thus, the following issues must be addressed:
• deletion of disﬂuencies and redundant words
• correction of colloquial expressions and recovery
of omitted particles
• segmentation of sentences and paragraphs
In making lecture notes and meeting minutes, it
is also necessary to extract important sentences and
compress them for a summary. Automatic speech
summarization has also become an important research
topic. However, this article focuses on the generation
of speech transcripts that are both faithful and readable. Speciﬁcally, we have been investigating the development of automatic transcription systems for lectures
and meetings, which can be used for the generation
of records of lectures and meetings[1]. Applications
also include the next-generation transcription system
for the Japanese Diet (Congress).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
The proposed intelligent transcription system is described in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes the recent
progress of automatic speech recognition for lectures
and meetings. Sections 4 and 5 describe approaches
to sentence unit detection and disﬂuency detection, respectively. These issues are also addressed in the MetaData Extraction (MDE) task under the DARPA EARS
project[2][3][4]. Finally, future areas for consideration
are discussed in Section 6.
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An overview of the proposed intelligent transcription system, which combines the cleaning post-process
with the conventional automatic speech recognition, is
illustrated in Figure 1. We adopt the framework of
statistical machine translation (SMT) to transform a
verbatim transcript V into a document-style text W .
In a similar formulation to the automatic speech recognition, the proposed framework decomposes the posteriori probability p(W |V ) into two probabilities by the
Bayes rule. The language model probability p(W ) can
be reliably trained using an enormous number of documents, including newspaper articles and Web texts,
whereas the translation probability p(V |W ) must be
estimated with a parallel corpus of smaller size that
aligns verbatim transcripts of utterances V and cleaned
texts for documentation W .
We extend this framework to estimate the language
model probability p(V ) for speech recognition, as below, by considering that the training text size for p(W )
is much larger than the size of verbatim transcripts
needed for training p(V ).
p(V ) = p(W ) ·

p(V|W)
p(W|V)

huge
archives

p(V |W )
p(W |V )

Here, p(V |W ) and p(W |V ) are estimated with the
same parallel corpus. The probability p(V |W ) models
the generation process of the spontaneous utterances,
whereas the probability p(W |V ) is used for the cleaning
process.

2.2. Analysis using the Diet Corpus
For a parallel corpus that aligns verbatim transcripts
and document-style texts, we have compiled the “Diet
Corpus” by transcribing the actual utterances made in
the Lower House of the Japanese Diet (Congress) and
aligning them with the oﬃcial meeting records. The

current size of the corpus is approximately two million
words in text or 150-hour speech. For the morphological analysis, we used Chasen 2.2.3 with IPADIC 2.4.4.
We investigated the diﬀerence in the transcripts of actual utterances V and the document-style texts W observed in this corpus. The transformation process from
the former V to the latter W is classiﬁed into deletions,
insertions and substitutions.
A summary of the statistics for the three categories
and typical, or the most frequent, examples thereof are
shown in Table 1. The diﬀerences in either category
are observed for 11% of the words in total. The majority of these diﬀerences concern the deletion of redundant words. These words include not only ﬁllers
but also several end-of-sentence expressions, such as
“desune” and “to”. False starts and portions of selfrepairs are also deleted, but their lexical patterns vary
widely. On the other hand, the most insertions to documented texts are functional words and verb suﬃxes,
‘i’, such as “shi-te-(i)-ru” and “ki-te-(i)-ru”. The substituted words are related to colloquial expressions.

2.3. Style Conversion of Language Model
A direct approach to statistical modeling of these
phenomena involves counting the frequencies of conversion patterns. However, in the cleaning process, redundant words, such as ﬁllers, are always deleted, and
colloquial expressions are always substituted, so that
p(W |V ) for these patterns is set to be 1. The other patterns speciﬁed in Table 1 are to be estimated using the
corpus. Since the translation probability apparently
depends on neighboring words, the context-dependent
modeling is desirable, but the data sparseness problem is encountered. Therefore, we introduce a Part-

Table 1. Major differences between spontaneous speech and document-style text
deletions of redundant words
insertions of missing particles
substitutions of colloquial expressions

p(W |V )
1
estimate
1

Of-Speech-based (POS-based) contextual model as a
back-oﬀ model[5].
The size of the oﬃcial records of the Diet is so large
(for example 71M words for four years worth of documents) that the reliable statistics are estimated for the
document-style model p(W ) and are then transformed
to the verbatim model p(V ).

p(V |W )
estimate
estimate
estimate

frequency
8.5%
1.0%
1.8%

examples
ee, desune, ano, maa
i, wa, wo
toiu/teiu, keredomo/kedomo

An approach is statistical modeling, which is similar
to language modeling. Namely, the unigram probability of each pronunciation form is assigned and is multiplied by the language model probability in decoding.
In this case, the statistical framework of speech recognition is re-formulated as:
w = arg max P (x|p)P (p|w)P (w)
w,p

3. Spontaneous Speech Recognition
We have also been intensively studying automatic
speech recognition (ASR) of lectures and meetings.
The recent progress is described in this section.
Here, we used the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese
(CSJ)[6][7] as a primary corpus as well as the Diet corpus.

3.1. Acoustic Modeling
Spontaneous speech has greater variation both
in spectral and temporal structures than read-style
speech. As the acoustic variation is largely dependent on speakers, feature normalization techniques
such as vocal tract length normalization (VTLN)[8][9]
are eﬀective. Speaker adaptive training (SAT)[10][11]
scheme has also been investigated.

3.2. Pronunciation Variation Modeling
The phonetic variation caused by spontaneous utterance can also be modeled in a pronunciation dictionary, in which a list of possible phone sequences
for each word is deﬁned. While the orthodox pronunciation forms are referred to as baseforms, the variants observed in spontaneous speech are called “surface forms”. These surface form entries are often derived from speech data by aligning them with phone
models[12]. In the CSJ, actual phonetic (kana) transcription is given manually, so the set of surface forms is
easily deﬁned. However, the simple addition of surface
form entries results in the side-eﬀect of false matching. Thus, eﬀective but constrained use of these surface
forms are necessary.

Here, P (p|w) is the pronunciation probability of surface
form p for word w, while P (x|p) and P (w) represent
conventional acoustic model probability and language
model probability for input x, respectively. We investigated the comparison of statistical models using the
CSJ, and concluded that cutoﬀ of less frequent surface forms is crucial, and that the unigram model is
eﬀective, whereas the trigram model has a marginal
gain[13].
When the surface form is derived for word units, it is
dependent on the task and corpus, and is not necessarily applicable to diﬀerent tasks. Phone-based modeling
of pronunciation variation is more general and portable
to various lexicons. Surface forms are obtained by applying such a model to phone sequences of baseforms.
We proposed generalized modeling of subword-based
mapping between baseforms and surface forms using
variable-length phone context[14]. The variation patterns of phone sequences are automatically extracted
together with their contexts of up to two preceding
and following phones, which are decided by their occurrence statistics. A set of rewrite rules are then derived with their probabilities and variable-length phone
contexts. The model eﬀectively predicts pronunciation variations depending on the phone context using a
back-oﬀ scheme. The model was applied and evaluated
with two transcription tasks, domains of which are different from the training corpus (CSJ). The eﬀects of
the predicted surface form entries and their probabilities are individually evaluated, and each was found to
have a similar impact on overall performance.

3.3. Language Model
Language model training of spontaneous speech is
much more diﬃcult than that for dictation systems,

which can make use of huge language resources such
as newspaper articles and Web pages. Most of the
available language data are written text, and are mismatched with the spoken-style. For language modeling
of spontaneous speech, a great deal of transcription is
essential, but has a huge cost.
The most widely-used solution to enhance language
model training data is to combine with or interpolate
other existing text databases, which are not necessarily
spontaneous speech corpora, but are related to the target task domain. These include proceedings of lectures,
minutes of meetings, and closed captions for broadcast
programs. Recently, the World Wide Web has become
a major language resource, and not a few Web sites
contain spoken-style documents, such as records of lectures and meetings. We also studied a method to ﬁlter
spoken-style texts from the Web pages[15].
As described in Section 2, we propose a novel “translation” approach that estimates language model statistics (N-gram counts) of spontaneous speech from a
document-style large corpus based on the framework
of statistical machine translation (SMT)[5]. The translation is designed for modeling characteristic linguistic
phenomena in spontaneous speech, such as insertion
of ﬁllers, and estimating their occurrence probabilities.
These contextual patterns and probabilities are derived
from a small parallel aligned corpus of faithful transcripts and their documented records. This method
was successfully applied to the estimation of the language model for the Diet meetings from their minute
archives.

3.4. Adaptation of Acoustic Model
Since the variation of acoustic features is very
large in spontaneous speech, speaker adaptation of the
acoustic model is eﬀective and is almost essential. Although there are many factors aﬀecting the acoustic
characteristics of spontaneous speech such as speaking rate and speaking styles, speaker adaptation is a
simple solution to handle all of these factors in an implicit manner. The acoustic model adaptation also involves channel adaptation, that is, the characteristics
of rooms and microphones are also normalized.
In particular, in lectures and meetings, each speaker
makes many utterances in the same session. Thus,
a considerably large amount of data is available to
conduct unsupervised adaptation in a batch mode,
where the initial speech recognition result with the
speaker-independent model is used for adaptation of
the acoustic model, which is then used for rescoring
or re-decoding. Standard adaptation techniques such
as maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) are

used, and ﬁltering the reliable recognition hypotheses
with conﬁdence measures can also be incorporated.

3.5. Adaptation of Language Model
Adaptation of the language model is also important
to deal with a variety of topics and speaking styles. In
lectures and meetings, the topic is focused and consistent throughout the entire session. Therefore, language
model adaptation is feasible even in an unsupervised or
batch mode, as in the acoustic model adaptation, and
computationally expensive methods can be allowed in
oﬀ-line transcription tasks.
The simplest method is to construct an N-gram
model from the initial speech recognition result and
interpolate it with the baseline model. We also investigated methods to select the most relevant texts from
the corpus based on the initial recognition result[13].
As a criterion for text selection, we used the tf-idf measure and perplexity by the N-gram model generated
from the initial speech recognition result, and demonstrated that they have comparable and signiﬁcant effects in improving speech recognition performance.
The cache model[16] and trigger model[17] weigh
the probability of words recently used in the utterances or talk, or those directly related to the previous
topic words. We also proposed a trigger-based language model adaptation method oriented to meeting
transcription[18]. The initial speech recognition result
is used to extract task-dependent trigger pairs and to
estimate their statistics. This method achieved a remarkable perplexity reduction of 28%.
Recently, latent semantic analysis (LSA) which
maps documents into implicit topic sub-spaces using
the singular value decomposition (SVD) has been investigated extensively for language modeling[19]. A probabilistic formulation, PLSA[20], is powerful for characterizing the topics and documents in a probabilistic
space and predicting word probabilities. We proposed
an adaptation method based on two sub-spaces of topics and speaker characteristics[21]. Here, PLSA was
performed on the initial speech recognition result to
provide unigram probabilities conditioned on the input
speech, and the baseline model is adapted by scaling
N-gram probabilities with these unigram probabilities.
The method was applied to automatic transcription of
panel discussions and was shown to be eﬀective.

3.6. Speech Recognition Performance
A summary of the current speech recognition performance for the CSJ (lectures) and the Diet (Budget
Committee meeting) is given in Table 2. By combining

Table 2. Speech recognition performance for
lectures & Diet meetings (word accuracy)
method
baseline
+ speaker normalization
+ acoustic model adaptation
+ language model adaptation

lecture
76.6
78.3
81.2
81.8

Diet
74.1
76.7
80.5
81.5

the adaptation of acoustic and language models using
the initial speech recognition result, the word accuracy
was improved to around 82% for both evaluation tasks.

4. Sentence Boundary Detection
Detection of the sentence unit is vital for linguistic processing of spontaneous speech, since most of the
conventional natural language processing systems assume that the input is segmented by sentence units.
Sentence segmentation is also an essential step to key
sentence indexing and summary generation.
In spontaneous speech, especially in Japanese, in
which subjects and verbs can be omitted, the unit of
the sentence is not so evident. In the CSJ, therefore,
the clause unit is ﬁrst deﬁned based on the morphological information of end-of-sentence or end-of-clause
expressions. The sentence unit is then annotated by
human judgment considering syntactic and semantic
information.
Two approaches to automatic detection of sentence
boundaries are described in the following subsections.

4.1. Statistical Language Model (SLM)
In ﬂuent speech or read speech of well-formed sentences, it is possible to assume that long pauses can
be interpreted as punctuation marks, and the insertion
of periods (=sentence boundaries) or commas can be
decided by the neighboring word contexts.
Thus, the baseline method makes use of an Ngram statistical language model (SLM) that is trained
using a text with punctuation symbols, in order
to determine a pause to be converted to a period. Speciﬁcally, for a word sequence around a
pause, X = (w−2 , w−1 , pause, w1 , w2 ), a period is
inserted at the place of the pause if P (W1 ) =
P (w−2 , w−1 , period, w1 , w2 ) is larger than P (W2 ) =
P (w−2 , w−1 , w1 , w2 ) by some margin. Actually, this
decoding is formulated as the maximization of a likelihood log P (W ) + β ∗ |W |, where |W | denotes the number of words in W and β is the insertion penalty widely

used in speech recognition.
In spontaneous speech, however, the approaches
that rely heavily on the pauses are not successful.
Speakers put pauses in places other than the ends of
sentences for certain discourse eﬀects, and disﬂuency
causes irregular pauses (=interruption points), while
consecutive sentences are often continuously uttered
without a pause between them.
Therefore, we introduce a more elaborate model that
selects possible sentence boundary candidates by considering contextual words (w−1 and w1 ). Speciﬁcally,
if these words match typical end-of-sentence expressions, a sentence boundary is hypothesized regardless of
the existence of a pause, and if they match non-typical
end-of-sentence expressions, a sentence boundary is hypothesized only if there is a pause. The hypotheses
of sentence boundaries are veriﬁed using the N-gram
model. The method is also formulated as a statistical
machine translation framework[22] and is referred to as
enhanced SLM.

4.2. Support Vector Machines (SVM)
A simpler but more general approach is to treat the
pause duration as one of the features in addition to the
lexical features, and feed them into a machine learning framework. We adopted support vector machines
(SVM) because there are a wide variety of cue expressions suggesting sentence endings in Japanese. In this
case, sentence boundary detection is regarded as a text
chunking problem[23], and we adopt the IE labeling
scheme, where I and E denote inside-chunk and endof-chunk, respectively. For every input word, a feature
vector is composed of the preceding and the following
three words, together with their POS tags and the durations of the subsequent pauses, if any. The pause duration is normalized by the average in a turn or a talk,
because it is aﬀected by the speaking rate and significantly diﬀerent between speakers. Dynamic features
or estimated results of preceding input parts can also
be fed into SVM. The SVM is considered to be powerful for handling a very large number of features and
ﬁnding the critical features called “support vectors”.

4.3. Experimental Evaluations
Here, we present the results evaluated in the
CSJ[24]. The test-set was that used for speech recognition evaluation and consists of 30 presentations or
71K words in total. Both SLM and SVM described
in the previous subsections were trained with the Core
168 presentations of 424K words, excluding the testset. In this experiment, we used automatic speech

Table 3. Results of sentence unit (boundary)
detection in CSJ

SLM (text)
SLM (ASR)
SVM (text)
SVM (ASR)

recall
79.2
70.2
83.0
73.9

precision
84.6
71.6
87.9
81.7

F-measure
81.8
70.9
85.4
77.6

recognition (ASR) results without conducting speaker
adaptation and the word error rate was approximately
30%. The results are summarized in Table 3, where the
recall, precision and F-measure are computed for sentence boundaries. Correct transcripts (text) are used
for reference. SVM realizes signiﬁcantly better performance than SLM, and is even more eﬀective in the
speech recognition case, demonstrating robustness for
erroneous input. SVM is directly trained to classify
boundaries, whereas SLM measures the linguistic likelihood of sentence boundaries. Moreover, features used
in SVM are independent of each other and classiﬁcation succeeds only if a key feature (support vector) is
correctly detected, whereas a single error aﬀects the
likelihood of word sequences in the N-gram model. It
is noteworthy that performance degradation by using
speech recognition is much smaller than the word error
rate.

4.4. Further Extension
Another approach for further improvement is to incorporate higher-level linguistic information, such as
syntactic dependency and caseframe structures. We
studied an interactive framework of parsing and sentence boundary detection, and showed that dependency structure analysis can help sentence boundary
detection and vice versa[25]. However, the conventional dependency structure analysis does not necessarily work reliably and robustly for spontaneous speech
having ill-formed sentences and disﬂuencies, especially
for erroneous transcripts generated by speech recognition systems. Therefore, we propose a more robust
method that is based on local syntactic dependency of
adjacent words and phrases[26].
We also investigate the detection of quotations,
which is similar to sentence boundary detection, but involves analysis of very complex sentence structures[27].

5. Disﬂuency Detection
Disﬂuency is another prominent characteristic of
spontaneous speech. Disﬂuency is inevitable because

humans make utterances while thinking about what to
say, and the pipeline processing is often clogged. Thus,
the detection of disﬂuencies may be useful for analyzing the discourse structure or speaker’s mental status.
However, disﬂuencies should be removed for improving
readability and applying conventional natural language
processing systems including machine translation and
summarization.
Disﬂuency is classiﬁed into the following two broad
categories:
• ﬁllers (such as “um” and “uh”), including discourse markers (such as “well” and “you know”),
with which speakers try to ﬁll pauses while thinking or to attract the attention of listeners.
• repairs, including repetitions and re-starts, where
speakers try to correct, modify, or abort earlier
statements.
Note that ﬁllers usually appear in the middle of repairs.
Lexical ﬁller words are usually obtained as the output of the speech recognition system, and their recognition accuracy is much the same as that of ordinary
words. However, there are a number of words that also
functions as non-ﬁllers such as “well” in English and
“ano” in Japanese. For these distinctions, prosodic features will be useful since we can recognize ﬁllers even
for non-familiar languages. Previously, we investigated
the diﬀerence in prosodic features in these words in
Japanese[28].
On the other hand, the detection of self-repairs involves much more complex processes. The most conventional approach is to assume the repair interval
model (RIM)[29], which consists of the following three
parts in order:
(RPD) ! (DF) (RP)
(ex.)
“I’m going {RPD: to Tokyo} !
no} {RP: to Kyoto}”

{DF:

RPD (ReParanDum): portion to be repaired
DF (DisFluency): ﬁllers or discourse markers
RP (RePair): portion to correct or replace RPD
The ﬁrst step to the self-repair analysis based on
this model is to detect DF or interruption points (IP),
noted with ‘!’ in the above, which seem relatively easy
to spot. DF usually consists of ﬁller words, and IP
detection can be formulated in much the same manner
as the sentence boundary detection using neighboring
lexical features together with prosodic features[30].
In the CSJ or Japanese monologue, however, we observe many cases that do not satisfy this assumption or

RIM. First, DF or ﬁller words are often absent. Second,
RPD and RP segments often have nothing in common
on the surface level, although they may be semantically related, for example, “ana (hole) ! mizo (trench)
wa...” This phenomenon makes it extremely diﬃcult to
perform machine learning using lexical features. Actually, using SVM, we obtained a detection accuracy (Fmeasure) of 77.1% for the cases in which RPD and RP
segments have some words in common, but only 20.0%
otherwise. This result suggests that high-level semantic information is necessary for further improvement.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
In this article, studies on automatics transcription of
spontaneous human-to-human speech communications
are described. Speciﬁcally, we focused on sentence segmentation and disﬂuency detection for improved readability of the transcripts. Since errors are inevitable in
automatic speech recognition, manual post-processing
including error correction is necessary. Therefore, we
are developing an interface for human editors to correct and edit the transcripts generated by the automatic speech recognition system[31]. Appropriate segmentation of utterances is essential for the editing process. We are also investigating the degree of speech
recognition accuracy that is needed to realize an efﬁcient transcription system, including manual postprocessing. The use of multiple candidates and conﬁdence measures output by the speech recognizer should
also be explored for this purpose.
One of the next targets will be the note-taking of lectures for handicapped people, which is real-time generation of closed-captions. The process should incorporate compaction or a kind of summarization technique
to improve the readability, and the entire process must
be performed with a small latency, although the transcripts may not be perfect as long as they are comprehensible.
In the future, integration with other media, such as
video, should be studied more extensively. We are investigating this direction for lectures in our university
classrooms. Furthermore, integration with knowledge
processing must be explored, because speech is a media for exchanging knowledge and is thus a source of
knowledge.
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